
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
enterprise solution architect. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for enterprise solution architect

Consult technical personnel and management of our client including those at
CEO level on the industry-best practices, discuss, persuade and agree on the
most innovative approaches applicable in a customer landscape
Contributes to the development and executes to deliver a future state
architecture that transforms our current technology landscape from
monolithic to service oriented decoupling presentation layers and business
logic from systems of record
Generates conceptual/logical architectures, system documents and risk
assessments
Responsible for ensuring the recommended design is followed through to
implementation through reviews of high-level and detailed design
documentation
Drive innovation through API and Microservices
Works closely with EA and Security to understand processes, standards and
guidelines to facilitate speed to delivery
Deliver solution architecture for major programs that involve a combination of
on premise and SAAS solutions
Provide architecture design and thought leadership in Integration and Data
Analytics solutions
Architecture governance in outsourced delivery models and run the Design
authority for key programs or platforms
Ensure the architecture is scalable, meets quality requirements and delivers

Example of Enterprise Solution Architect Job
Description
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Qualifications for enterprise solution architect

5 or more years of experience with server virtualization technologies such as
Hyber-V or VMware
Working knowledge of enterprise architecture frameworks (TOGAF, EACOE)
Degree in engineering, computer science or equivalent
Graduate degree in technology, engineering (preferably Computer science)
or other disciplines with relevant experience
Proven experience of presenting to and engaging with “C-level” and other
Senior Executives and successfully conveying and securing buy in on key
messaging and positioning
Bachelor’s Degree plus 12 years of experience OR Master Degree plus 10
years of experience in respective domain area


